The memorial event for 40th year of normalization of diplomatic relations between Japan & China

A Report on Vitality Japan Expo @ Beijing

During Feb. 16th-19th in 2012, Vitality Japan Expo had been held by Japan government all over Beijing, Shanghai and Hong Kong. The exhibition ended with 27,000 visitors in total.

This year it is the 40th anniversary for normalization of diplomatic relations between Japan & China. To celebrate it, a series of events is held this year in the name of “a year for better intercommunication between Japan and China citizens – a new chance to meet and to forge a social bond.”

Vitality Japan Expo is held as the prologue, and we are glad to be able to participate in this event.

By exhibiting our oil-converting plant there, we believe we have contributed a bit to introduction and appealing of Japan’s vitality and technology.

We will keep making efforts onto the realization of low-carbon society.
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